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Everything you need to know to become a licensed ham and get on the air.Memorizing answers is

hard. Learning is easy! The Fast Track to Your Technician Ham Radio License explains the

reasoning and technology behind each correct answer on the Amateur Radio exam so you'll

understand and remember the subject matter. Created by an experienced ham and adult educator,

It's like having your own, patient, experienced, good-humored mentor for the exam.Technician is the

entry-level ham radio license that lets you operate on all ham channels from 30 MHz up, which

includes the very popular VHF and UHF bands. To get your license you must pass a multiple-choice

test.Technician is the entry-level ham radio license that lets you operate on all ham channels from

30 MHz up, which includes the very popular VHF and UHF bands. To get your license you must

pass a multiple-choice test.The Technician license test consists of 35 questions drawn from a pool

of about 350. Memorizing the answers to 350 questions is difficult, but The Fast Track makes it

easier by explaining the reasoning and technology behind each correct answer. It's simple: When

you understand the material, you remember the answers and pass the test.Best of all, once you've

passed your exam you'll have a solid grounding in ham radio basics.- A complete course, not just a

copy of the questions and answers.- Includes every possible question and every answer- Correct

answers clearly marked in bold- Precise instructions for how to locate a testing session, how to

prepare, and even what to bring -- and what not to bring -- to the test.- All technical topics explained

in clear, plain language, most with illustrations- Step by step instructions to solve all the math

problems, complete with exactly which keys to press on your calculator for each problem- Test

taking strategies- Hints to easily solve many questions and avoid the traps in the test- Written in

"learning order", not just the order of the official question bank.- Covers questions that will be used

until June 30, 2018.- Nearly 300 pages packed with informationMichael Burnette, AF7KB, holds an

Amateur Extra class license. He has decades of experience in commercial and amateur radio, and

more decades of experience as a professional adult educator.
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Wish Michael Burnette had one for the General Class Ham Radio License!I really like to study on

my own... I am not a fast learner but I am Dog-ged! Not even sure why I bought this but I am so glad

I did. Studying went from being this mountain in front of me to actually being Fun! And I went

through Michael's material more than once, in fact, more that twice... but he made it interesting...I

bought the Audible copy, then 3 days later I bought the Kindle copy, then I bought the Paper copy 4

days later...The Audible copy was GREAT because Michael Burnette is an exciting and entertaining

and memorable guide! Some people complained about the sounds... I found that they helped me

remember the points being made!The Kindle copy was great on my iPhone because with Kindles

built-in link to Reference Material, I could just touch words and terms to get in-depth definitions,

understanding and tie things together that I was curious about...Finally I bought the Paper copy

because I like to color-code book marks for differing purposes.a) There were points that were just

going to have to be memorized. (Not my favorite thing to do but... oh, well) BLUEb) There were

points I wanted to keep relationships between info straight about and I wanted to understand better.

(sigh... Practice...) YELLOWc) There was great information about things I wanted to work into my

plan after I have my Technician License. PURPLEd) And just FUN sounding stuff PINKMichael is

someone I am proud to have as a teacher! Hope to get to meet him and his wife sometime soon!Oh,

and tomorrow, Labor Day, I take my Technician's Test!Yea! :-)---------------I passed my Technician

Ham Radio License! Today... 2015-09-07Yay!I only missed oneÃ¢Â€Â¦Thanks, Michael

Burnette!and yes, I did what Michael said and used the practice tests! A Lot!



This book was great and was very instrumental for me in passing the test. I got my amatuer radio

license about two months ago. "The Fast Track To Your Technician Class Ham Radio License"

(paperback and Kindle versions) was my main tool getting prepped for the test. The book was a

great balance between getting at the material on the test but still providing a some great education

on concepts and context. It really was a way to get ready for the test quickly by learning the material

as opposed to just memorizing Q&A's. Yet it moved fast enough so as to not get discouraged.Now

I'm passing the book on to my wife and I think this book will be a great balance of information for

her.In addition to reading and referencing this book, I also listed to "No-Nonsense Technician Class

License Study Guide" (find it on Audible) a couple times while commuting (it's a short book) as well

as doing flashcards and practice tests on hamstudy.org. Buy this Fast Track book and spend some

time on hamstudy.org and you'll have no problems at all passing (or acing!) your test in a short

period of time.

I have several friends that are into ham radio and have either Technician class or higher licenses.

They have encouraged me to get into the game and I have started studying for the exam, only to

become overwhelmed by all of the information. Michael Burnette's ham radio exam prep book is the

most useful and comprehensive book that I have found on this subject and makes getting ready for

this exam not only easy, but fun. I have learned so much since studying this guide and feel ready to

take this exam at a moment's notice. The guide has a wealth of information, not only on the

questions and answers, but on the exam itself that is sure to put any test taker's mind at ease.

I just downloaded this book a few days ago in Kindle format. Very excited to be working towards my

HAM Technicians License. All I have to say is that this book is AMAZING. Read it in 2 days and you

definitely need to bring a passion about wanting to learn about HAM to the table. I can definitely

recommend this book and the author knows what he is talking about and has the credentials to back

it up. Thanks for writing an excellent book. I would also recommend that you go to the arrl.com web

site and download the question pool for the technicians license - but DO read this book first. Thanks

Mike for putting an excellent book together and when I pass my exam and get my license, I'll put out

a shout to you so say thanks again!!!
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